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A Baker's Dozen: Real  Analog Solutions for  Digital DesignersNewnes, 2005
This book has been written to help digital engineers who need a few basic analog tools in their toolbox.  For practicing digital engineers, students, educators and hands-on managers who are looking for the analog foundation they need to handle their daily engineering problems, this will serve as a valuable reference to the nuts-and-bolts of system...
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Arduino Applied: Comprehensive Projects for Everyday ElectronicsApress, 2018

	
		Extend the range of your Arduino skills, incorporate the new developments in both hardware and software, and understand how the electronic applications function in everyday life. This project-based book extends the Arduino Uno starter kits and increases knowledge of microcontrollers in...
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PIC Microcontrollers: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written over the past few years and creates a one-stop reference for engineers involved in markets from communications to embedded systems and everywhere in between. 



PIC design and development a natural fit for this reference series as it is one of the most...
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Electronic Circuits - Fundamentals & Applications, Third EditionNewnes, 2006

	Electronic Circuits is a unique combination of a comprehensive reference text and a practical electronics handbook in one volume.

	

	Mike Tooley provides all the essential information required to get to grips with the fundamentals of electronics, detailing the underpinning knowledge...
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ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbedNewnes, 2019

	
		ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbed gives readers a good understanding of the basic architecture and programming of ARM-based microcontrollers using ARM’s mbed software. The book presents the technology through a project-based approach with clearly structured sections that enable readers to use or modify them...
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VHDL Coding and Logic Synthesis with SynopsysAcademic Press, 2000
Unlike many other available references, this book is written specifically with practicality in mind. It has over 60 practical examples to help the reader learn how very high-speed integrated hardware description language (VHDL) coding and synthesis can be performed. Starting from simple VHDL coding, the book progresses to complicated, real-world...
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Embedded Microcontroller Interfacing for M CORE SystemsAcademic Press, 2000

	The "M·CORE" family of microprocessors is the latest 32-bit integrated circuit from Motorola designed to be a multi-purpose "micro-controller." The processor architecture has been designed for high performance and cost-sensitive embedded control applications with particular emphasis on reduced power consumption....
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Embedded C Programming and the Atmel AVRCengage Learning, 2006

	Enter the world of embedded programming and microcontroller applications! One of the only books available today that uses the increasingly popular and cost-effective Atmel AVR embedded controller as the platform and application for learning, Embedded C Programming and the Atmel AVR, 2E is the perfect choice for novices. Featuring a host of...
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iOS Sensor Apps with Arduino: Wiring the iPhone and iPad into the Internet of ThingsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Turn your iPhone or iPad into the hub of a distributed sensor network with the help of an Arduino microcontroller. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to connect an external sensor to an iOS device and have them talk to each other through Arduino. You’ll also build an iOS application that will parse the sensor...
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C Programming for Embedded SystemsCMP Books, 2000
Eager to transfer your C language skills to the 8-bit microcontroller embedded environment? This book will get you up and running fast with clear explanations of the common architectural elements of most 8-bit microcontrollers and the embedded-specific de

Get up and running fast with this clear presentation of 8-bit MCU development...
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Microcontroller SystengineerGazelle Distribution, 2009

	This book is about a state of the art tool, Flowcode[registered], and how you can use Flowcode to develop microcontroller applications. The book starts very simply with a tutorial project and step-by-step instructions. As you go along the projects increase in difficulty and the new concepts are explained. Each project has a clear description...
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123 Robotics Experiments for the Evil Genius (TAB Robotics)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	The purpose of "Evil Genius" is to create an entertaining book made up of a series of projects that will explain electronics from static electricity (rubbing a balloon) to developing robots. The book will include the tools necessary for the reader to create the projects in the book at very little cost or inconvenience. The book will...
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